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TEMPORARY RESIDENCE VISA (TRV)



Individuals belonging to the visa-required countries and territories
must apply for a visitor visa (also known as a temporary resident
visa). A visitor visa is an official document attached to a
passport that allows individuals to travel to Canada.

There are two kinds of Canadian visitor visas that can be availed
by individuals to travel to Canada – single entry visa and multiple
entry visas.

A Canadian multiple entry visa allows visitors to come and leave
Canada without having to re-apply. However, each entry must not
exceed six months. On the other hand, a Canadian single entry
visa, as the name says, is valid only for one visit to Canada.
Once you leave the geographical boundaries of Canada, except
if travelling to United States, Miquelon and St. Pierre, individuals
will have to apply again to travel to Canada. Both travel visa
types are valid for a fixed period of time and cannot be used
after they have expired. The maximum validity date for multiple
entry visitor visas is up to 5 years or one month prior to the
expiry date on the passport/re-entry visa, whichever is earlier.
Visit Visa (TRV) is a program that is absolutely for temporary
stay/residence.

TOURIST VISA (TRV) FOR CANADA



ELIGIBILITY
Applicant, who has sufficient funds & net worth, employment/ business, purpose of visit,
and a rich travel history in his/her passport (s) should be able to convince the immigration
officials about his/ her ties back home which shall persuade them to return to their native
nation.

Note: Immigration Officers consider a number of factors when issuing a Visit Visa (TRV):

Purpose of visit

Employment or Business
supporting documents

Your ties in Canada
and country of residence

Your overall admissibility
to Canada.

Your ability or willingness
to leave Canada when

the visa expires

Travel History Sufficient FundInvitation



STEP 1
Contact Shah & Associates
to initiate the VisitorVisa/

Temporary Resident Visa (TRV)

STEP 2
Submit all required

documentation with
valid passport (as per checklist)

STEP 4
After the assessment of

IRCC Singapore, they can issue
positive/negative decision

STEP 3
Shah & Associates process the
application to the concerned

authority IRCC Singapore
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STEPS TO FOLLOW


